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Economists

Megan Geddis
Meg is currently a Project Manager/VISTA Leader with Spirit of the Sun in Westminster, Co.. She
attained her Master of International Business at the Darla Moore School of Business at the
University of South Carolina. Before beginning her Master's studies, Meg served in the Peace
Corps in Benin, West Africa (2015 - 2017) as a Community Economic Development Advisor and
member of the Peace Corps Benin Food Security Committee. She obtained her Bachelor's in
Business Management and Marketing from the University of South Carolina.
Through her Master's studies and current research, Meg has specialized knowledge of
multinational corporation operations and large dataset analysis, particularly pertaining to
agricultural value chains in Sub-Saharan Africa. She plans to use this knowledge, in conjunction
with her on-the-ground experience in sustainable agricultural systems gained through Peace
Corps, in pursuit of a career in the food security sector.
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Katherine (Katie) Love
Katie is an MBA candidate with the University of Virginia’s Darden School of Business. Her
studies focus on innovation, entrepreneurship, and design thinking.
Prior to business school, Katie worked as a Senior Consultant at Deloitte Consulting in its
Federal Strategy and Operations practice. There she designed and led large integration,
collaboration, and strategic efforts for the public sector. She designed an “Airport of the Future”
thought piece, developed a transformative diversity program for millennial women, and pursued
two certifications from Harvard University on Data Visualization and Developing and Executing
Innovation.
She holds a Bachelor’s Degree from Furman University where she delivered the graduation
address and graduated Magna Cum Laude with a BA in Economics. Here she conducted
academic research at both Cornell and Furman University with resulting publications in the
Journal of Hospitality Management and highlights featured in The New York Times, The Oprah
Magazine, and Women’s Health.
Through her background in Federal consulting, her current studies in business innovation, and
her experience with academic research, Katie is uniquely positioned to design an improved
intersection between the private and public sector. Katie will return to Deloitte in the fall of 2018
to create stronger integration points between the government and business.
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Jeannelle Scheper, MA, OLY
Jeannelle is a recent graduate of the Darla Moore School of Business at the University of
South Carolina, with a a Master of Arts in Economics. She is currently completing a Certification
of Applied Statistics at the same institution. Whilst completing her studies, Jeannelle also
competes as a professional athlete in the sport of Track and Field, having represented her country
Saint Lucia at the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio.
With directed studies in Sustainable Development Economics, Jeannelle takes a focus on
transitioning small island states to renewable energy sources. She draws experience from
working with LUCELEC, St. Lucia’s National Electricity company, and various courses in
sustainable energy development. Jeannelle plans to continue her academic training by
completing a doctoral degree in Sustainable Development, with which she hopes to shape her
career in the field.
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Lawyers

Christopher (“Chris”) M. Campbell, Esq., LL.M, ACIArb.
Chris is a U.S. based attorney for the firm Willoughby & Hoefer, P.A. in Columbia, South
Carolina where he practices governmental relations law, contract law, international business
development and various matters regarding alternative dispute resolution. Chris specializes in
international commercial arbitration and other forms of dispute resolution. Prior to practicing for
Willoughby & Hoefer he served as the inaugural law clerk to the Honorable Jocelyn T. Newman
in the 5th Circuit of South Carolina.
Throughout his academic training, Chris attained: 1) Undergraduate: Marketing &
Management (B.A.) from the Darla Moore School of Business at the University of South Carolina,
and 2) Graduate: Juris Doctor from the South Carolina School of Law, and LL.M. at Tsinghua
University. Aside from his studies in the United States, Chris studied at the Gray’s Inn Court in
London, and in Beijing, China where he worked for two Chinese Law firms as part of those firms
Mergers & Acquisition and international arbitration teams.
Chris specializes in private international law, in particular commercial arbitration. He has
spoken at multiple conferences and written articles on the topic.
Chris has signed on to the Stockholm Treaty Lab because he believes that protecting the
global environment is a pressing and tangible challenge facing the human race and would rather
take an active role in the discussion and be part of finding viable solutions.
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Saumya Chaudhari
Saumya is an Advocate and Associate at the Enviro Legal Defence Firm in New Delhi,
India practicing environmental law at the Supreme Court of India as well as the National Green
Tribunal, New Delhi. She graduated from the premier National Law University at Bhopal in India
as the Convener of the Environmental Law Cell at the University for three years in a row,
spearheading the initiatives of the student body by addressing local environmental issues and
generating awareness amongst the masses and rural communities.
She completed her dissertation on the topic ‘Moving from Corporate Social Responsibility
to Corporate Environmental Responsibility’ and published 4 academic papers on the subject of
India’s REDD+ (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation) Readiness. She
has also secured certifications from several courses on different aspects of environmental law,
policy and sustainable development.
During her university studies she actively participated in multiple international moot court
competitions. The competition subjects ranged from civil and humanitarian law to environmental
law. She also participated in the 22nd William C. Vis International Arbitration Moot at Vienna
representing her University at the arbitration moot.
She has since coached her University team for an International moot court competition
(D.M. Harish International Memorial Moot Court) in 2018 and also adjudicated a National moot
court competition on criminal law (Juris Corp Criminal Trial Advocacy Moot) in 2017.

law.

She seeks to practice and further specialize in national and international environmental
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Catarina Lourenço
Catarina grew up in a small Portuguese inland village, Proença-a-Nova, in an area that is
commonly called inner pine forest, where, over the top of small hills and mountains, wind farms
have emerged over the last few years.
At 18 she moved to Coimbra where she completed her Law studies at the University of
Coimbra. After that she went on to live in Lisbon, and started reading a master’s degree in
business law from the Portuguese Catholic University. Following this, Catarina joined a law firm
and worked during two years at a local public entity, where she worked mainly with public
procurement and contracts.
Catarina is a lawyer member of Portuguese Bar Association since October 2017 and
currently works as a legal advisor at a company specializing in renewable energy consulting,
which has developed extraordinary projects for the use of renewable energy sources and
electrification of rural areas in underdeveloped countries all over the world.
Even though Catarina was born in a small country with some renewable energy potential,
she believes that everything is a matter of resource management and investment, and the future
of the planet depends on a coordinated effort of States and citizens. Catarina has the conviction
that everything we get today just makes sense if it can be used in the future and that we have a
huge responsibility to the next generations and we must guarantee the sustainability of our
planet.
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Ana Coimbra Trigo
Ana Coimbra Trigo is an Associate at PLMJ – Law Firm, in Lisbon, Portugal.
Dealing mostly with domestic and international arbitration proceedings with the PLMJ
Arbitration team, Ana also consults with Chinese clients regarding investment and corporate
matters due to her fluency in Mandarin Chinese.
Besides holding an undergraduate degree in Law from the University of Coimbra and an
L.L.M. in European and International Law from the China-EU School of Law in Beijing, Ana has
also completed post-graduate studies focused on the practice of international arbitration in both
Portugal and Portuguese-Speaking Countries hosted by the University of Law in Lisbon.
In 2015, Ana competed in the 13th Vis East Moot (Hong Kong), and went on to serve in
the moot as an arbitrator in Vienna, and as an MAA delegate to the UNCITRAL Working Group
on International Arbitration in both the New York and Vienna meetings. More recently, in 2017,
Ana authored several articles and was also selected as a Mentee for the Young-ICCA Mentoring
Program, currently being mentored by Professor Albert Jan van den Berg.
With her participating in the Stockholm Treaty Lab, Ana hopes to provide a useful tool for
the international community to address the growing concern for the well-being of the planet.
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Anna M. Williams, Esq.
Anna is an attorney for the firm Williams, Stitely & Brink, P.C. in Lexington, South Carolina
where she practices personal injury law, contract law, and other areas of plaintiff’s civil litigation.
Anna is also serving her third year as Social Chair for her local bar association.
Anna has numerous academic achievements, among them earning the distinction of Phi
Beta Kappa when she completed her undergraduate work at Kenyon College in Gambier, OH,
where she graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry and concentrations in Environmental
Studies and Women's Studies. After receiving her undergraduate degree, she received a Master
of Science in Chemistry at the University of Georgia in Athens, GA, followed by a Juris Doctorate
at the University of South Carolina School of Law in Columbia, SC.
Anna decided to participate in the Stockholm Treaty Lab because she hoped to contribute
in some small way to a meaningful discussion of the future of our planet. It is her belief that such
a complex issue requires everyone's attention if it is ever to be fully resolved.
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Scientist

Erik Douds
Erik Douds has a specialty in international environmental policy with a mixture of
experience in the non-profit, governmental, and private sector. He has been on the ground
implementing plans for a national park along the border of South Sudan and Ethiopia; continues
to research alongside NASA scientist Dr. Acker with the Giovanni earth observatory satellite
system; and has designed environmental programs for energy-related private sector companies
in New York City. Topics of knowledge include commercial composting, energy efficiency and
commercial energy purchasing, policy recommendations, and market feasibility studies.
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